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Ancient Epidemics in Bats Play a Role in Human Case Fatality Rate and Death Burden

 Created a data set with CFR, death
burden (Guth et al., 2022) and ancient
epidemics (Enard et al., 2016).
Used R studio to find the best fit model
for the CFR and death burden data.
Using ggpolt we were able to visualize
and analyze our data in a graph. 

As adaptation to ancient epidemics
increased so did CFR
As adaptation to ancient epidemics
decreased death burden increased
Bats have a unique relationship with
their epidemiological past.

Ancient epidemics in bats do impact human
case fatality rate and death burden



Zoonotic viruses or zoonoses are viruses that can
transfer to humans from animals. 

Zoonotic viruses remain relevant due to the global
outbreak of SARS-CoV-2.

It's possible that a host's relationship to a virus may
affect its impact on humans.

Bats have a reputation as hosts for zoonotic viruses.
 

Background



Is there a correlation between
ancient epidemics in

mammals and the case
fatality rate (CFR) and death

burden in humans?
 

How will bats contribute to
this relationship?

We hypothesize that if mammals have a stronger adaptation to ancient epidemics,
there will be an increased CFR and death burdens in humans.



Variables 
Case fatality rate (CFR)
out of x people infected, y people died

Death burden 
total number of people who died

It is possible to understand the evolutionary history of mammals relating
to ancient epidemics by examining their adaptation strength to virus
interacting proteins (VIPs). 



Methods

 We created a data set
with CFR, death burden
(Guth et al., 2022) and

ancient epidemics
(Enard et al., 2016).

 

Using R studio we
tested what interactions

created the best fit
model for the CFR and

death burden data.

With the ggplot package
(v3. 3.3; Wickham, 2016)

we were able to
visualize what these

interactions looked like
on a graph. 



CFR Results

VIP strength
host order
VIP measurement order 
interactions between VIP strength
and host order 
interactions between VIP strength
and measurement order

The best fitted model for CFR
included 



Death Burden
Results 

VIP strength
Host order
interactions between VIP strength
and host order 

The best fitted model produced for
death burden included 



Discussion
Through the process of our research we found that
our hypothesis was partially supported.

The relationship between CFR and VIP strength
fit our expectations that as VIP adaptation 

 strength increased would CFR.

However our death burden results did not
support our hypothesis, instead we found as

VIP adaptation strength decreased death
burden increased.

It is possible to understand these results within the context of
transmissibility of viruses.



A Successful Virus?

 Unfortunately due to its complexity and a general lack of
data we were unable to statistically test if VIP strength is also

related to human transmissibility. This being said, our data
suggests that transmissibility plays a vital role in zoonotic

viruses hosted by bats. 

A viruses goal is to infect but not
necessarily kill more people. 

If a virus is infecting more people then the death burden will be
greater. However, in order for the virus to keep spreading it does not

want to kill its host. 



Discussion
Continued 

The uniqueness of bats as hosts for zoonotic
viruses was apparent in our research. 

Bats often showed more significant trends compared
to other mammals.  

This could suggest bats have a distinctive relationship
with past epidemiological events. 

Given the recent COVID-19 pandemic the study of zoonotic
diseases remains pertinent. It is our hope that this study

provides another way to understand zoonoses. As well as
the possible risk of these viruses in bats 
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